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Diving 7n: A n  7ntroduction to Basic Writing 


MINA P. SHAUGHNESSY 


BASICWRITING,alias remedial, develop- 
mental, pre-baccalaureate, or even handi- 
capped English, is commonly thought of 
as a writing course for young men and 
women who have many things wrong 
with them. Not onlv do medical meta- 
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phors dominate the pedagogy (remeclial, 
clinic, lab, diugnosis, and so on),  but 
teachers and administrators tend to dis- 
cuss basic-writing students much as doc- 
tors tend to discuss their patients, with- 
out being tinged by mortality themselves 
and with certainlv no ex~ectations that 
questions will be-raised a'bout the state 
of their health. 

Yet such is the nature of instruction in 
writing that teachers and students can-
not easily escape one another's maladies. 
Unlike other courses, where exchanges 
between teacher and student can be re- 
duced to as little as one or two objective 
tests a semester, the writing course re- 
quires students to write things down reg- 
ularly, usually once a week, and requires 
teachers to read what is written and then 
write things back and every so often 
even talk directlv with individual stu-
dents about the \;ay they write. 

This system of exchange between 
teacher and student has so far yielded 
much more information about what is 
wrong with students than about what is 
wrong with teachers, reillforcing the no- 
tion that students, not teachers, are the 
people in education who must do the 
changing. The phrase "catching up," so 
often used to describe the progress of 
BW students, is illuminating here, sug- 
gesting as it does that the only person 
who must move in the teaching situation 
is the student. As a result of this view, 

we are much more likely in talking about 
teaching to talk about students, to theo- 
rize about their needs and attitudes or to 
chart their development and ignore the 
possibility that teachers also change in 
response to students, that there may in 
fact be important connections between 
the changts teachers undergo and the 
progress of their students. 

I would like, at any rate, to suggest 
that this is so, and since it is common 
these days to "place" students on de-
velopmental scales, saying they are 
eighth-graders or fifth-graders when 
they read and even younger when they 
write or that they are stalled some place 
on Piaget's scale without formal proposi- 
tions, I would further like to propose a 
developmental scale for teachers, ad-
mittedly an impressionistic one, but one 
that fits the observations I have made 
over the years as I have watched tradi- 
tionally prepared English teachers, in- 
cluding myself, learning to teach in the 
open-admissions classroom. 

My scale has four stages, each of which 
I will name with a familiar me ta~hor  in- 
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tended to suggest what lies at the center 
of the teacher's emotional energv during 
that stage. Thus I have chosen t o  name 
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the first stage of my developmeiltal scale 
GUARDING THE TOWER, because 
during this stage the teacher is in one 
way o i  another concentrating on protect- 
ing the academy ( including himself) 
from the outsiders, those who do not 
seem to belong in the community of 
learners. The grounds for exclusion are 
various. The mores of the times inh'ibit 
anyone's openly ascribing the exclusion 
to genetic inferiority, but a few teachers 



doubtless still hold to this view. 
More often, however, the teacher comes 

to the basic-writing class with every in- 
tention of preparing his students to write 
for college courses, only to discover, with 
tlie first batch of essays, tliat the students 
are so alarmingly and incredibly behind 
any students he has taught before that 
the idea of their ever learning to write 
acceptably for college, let alone learning 
to do so in one or two semesters, seems 
utterly preteiltious. Whatever the sources 
of their incomoeteiice-whether rooted in 
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tlie limits they were born with or those 
that were imposed upon them by the 
n-orld they grew up in-the fact seems 
stunningly, depressingly obvious: they 
will never "make it" in college unless 
someone radicallv lowers the standards. 

The first pedagogical question the 
teacher asks at this stage is therefore not 
"How do I teach these studeiits?" but 
"What are the coilsequences of flunking 
an entire class?" It  is a question that 
threatens to turn the class into a contest, 
ti ~ecul ia r  and demoralizing contest for 

L " 
both student and teacher, since neither 
expects to win. The studeiit, already coil- 
ditioned to the idea that there is some- 
thing wrong with his English and that 
writing is a device for magnifying and 
exposing this deficiencv, risks as little as 
possible on the page, often straining with 
what lie does write to approxiillate the 
academic style aiid producing in the 
process what might bettar be called 
"written Anguish rather than English- 
seiiteilces whose subjects are crowded 
out by such phrases as "it is my coiivic- 
tioil tliat" or "on the contrary to my 
opinion," inflectioils that belong to no 
variety of English, standard or non-stan- 
dard, but grow out of tlie writer's at-
tempt to be correct, or words whose idio- 
syncratic spellings reveal not simply an 
increase in the il~uiiiber of conventioiial 
illisspellings but new orders of difficulty 
with the correspondences between spoken 
and written English. h.leanwhile, the 
teacher assurlies that he must not only 
llold out for the same product he held 

out for in the past but teach unflinch- 
ingly in the same way as before, as if any 
pedagogical adjustment to the needs of 
students were a kind of cheating. Obliged 
because of the exigencies brought on by 
open admissioiis to serve his time in tlie 
defense of the academy, he does if not 
his best, at least his duty, setting forth 
the material to be mastered, as if he ex- 
pected studeiits to learn it, but feeling 
grateful when a national holiday liap- 
pens to fall on a basic-writing day aiid 
looking always for ways of evading con- 
scription next semester. 

But gradualljr, studeiit and teacher 
are drawn into closer range. They are 
obliged, like emissaries from opposing 
cai~ips, to send messages back and forth. 
Thev meet to consider each other's words 
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and separate to study them ill private. 
Slowly, the teacher's preconceptions of 
his students begin to give way here and 
there. It  now appears that, in some in- 
stances ,lt least, their writing, with its 
rudimentary errors and labored style has 
belied their intellirence aiid individual- " 
it\.. E~amined at a closer range, the class 
now appears to have at least some mem- 
bers in it who might, with hard work, 
eventually "catch up." And it is the in- 
tent of reaching these students that 
moves the teacher into the second stage 
of de~7elopment-which I will name CON- 
L7ERTING THE NATIVES. 

As the image suggests, the teacher has 
no\v admitted at least some to tlie com- 
munity of the educable. These learners 
are l'ei-ceived, however, as empty vessels, 
ready to be filled with new knowledge. 
Leariling is thought of not so much as a 
coilstant aiid often troubling reformula- 
tion of the world so as to encompass new 
knowledge but as a steady flow of truth 
into a void. IYhether the truth is deliv- 
ered in lectures or modules, cassettes or 
computers, circles or squares, the teach- 
er's purpose is the same: to carry the 
technology of advanced literacy to the 
iiilial~itants of an underdeveloped coun-
try. And so confident is he of the reason- 
ableness aiid allure of what he is present- 
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ing, it does not occur to him to consider 
the competing logics and values and 
habits that may be influencing his stu- 
dents, often in ways that they themselves 
are unaware of. 

Sensing no need to relate what he is 
teaching to what his students know, to 
s t o ~to exnlore the contexts within which 
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the conventions of academic discourse 
have developed, and to view these con- 
ventions in patterns large enough to en- 
comnass what students do know about 
language already, the teacher becomes a 
mechanic of the sentence, the paragraph, 
and the essay. Drawing usually upon the 
rules and foimulas that were part of his 
training in compositioi~, he conscien-
tiouslv nresents to his students flawless 
schemes' for achieving order and gram- 
maticalit17 and arlatomizes model pas-
sages of' English prose to uncover, be- 
neath brilliant, unique surfaces, the 
skeletorls of ordinary paragraphs. 

Yet too often the schemes. however 
well meant, do not seem to work. Like 
other simplistic prescriptions, they illum- 
inate for the moment and then disannear 
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in the melee of real situations, where 
paradigms frequently break down iind 
thoughts will not he regimented. S's keep 
reappearing or disappearing in the wrong 
places; regular verbs shed their inflec- 
tions and irregular verbs acquire tliern; 
tenses collide: sentences derail: and 
whole essays idle at one level of gencral- 
ization. 

Baffled, the teacher asks, "How is it 
that these young men and women whom 
I have personally admitted to the com- 
munity of learners cannot learn these 
simple things?" Until one day, it occurs 
to him that perhaps these simple things- 
so transparent and conlpellil~g to him- 
are not in fact simple at all, that they 
only appear simple to those n7ho 'ilready 
know them. that the grammar a ~ r d  rhet- 
oric of formal written English have been 
shaped bv the irrationalities of historv 
and'habit'and by the peculiar restrictiolys 
and rituals that come from putting words 
on paper instead of into the air, that the 

sense 2nd nonsense of written English 
lnust often collide with the spoken En- 
glish that has been serving students in 
their negotiations with the world for 
manv years. The insight leads our teacher 
to the third stage of his development, 
which I will name SOUNDING THE 
DEPTHS, for he turns now to the care- 
ful observation not only of his students 
and their writing but of himself as writer 
and teacher, seeking a deeper under-
stand'ing of the behavior called writing 
and of the special difficulties his students 
have in mastering the skill. 1,et us imag- 
ine, for the sake of illustration, i-hat the 
teacher now begins to look nlore care-
full!^ at two cornmoil problems amorlg 
hasic writers-the problem of grammati- 
cal errors and the problem of undevel-
oped paragraphs. 

Should he begin in his exploration of 
error not only to count and name errors 
but to search for patterns and pose 11~7- 
potheses that might explain them, he will 
begin to see that while his lessons in the 
past may have heen "simple," the sources 
of the error he was trying to correct were 
often complex. The insight leads not in- 
evitnbl\r or finally to a rejection of all 
rules aild standards, but to a more care- 
ful look at error, to the fonnulation of 
what might be called a "logic" of errors 
that serves to Inark a pedagogical path 
for teacher and student to follow. 

Let us consider in this connection the 
"simple" s illflection o ~ r  the verb, the 
source of a variety of grammatical errors 
in BW papers. It is, first, an alien foim 
to studellts whose mot1ic.r tongues 
inflect the \verb differently or not at all. 
Uniformly called for, ll&wever, in all 
verbs in the third person singular present 
indicative of standard Englisll, it would 
seem to be a highly predicta1)lr. or stable 
form ki11d therefore one easily remem-
bered. But note the grammatical con-
cepts the student must grasp before he 
can applv the rule: the concepts of per- 
son, tense, number, and mood. Note that 
the s inflection is an atypical infjection 
witllin the modern English verb system. 
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Note too how often it inust seem to the 
student that he hears the stein form of 
the verb after third person singular suh- 
iects in what souilds like the nresent. as 
J I 

he does for exarnple whenever he hears 
questions like "Does she tcant to go?" 
or "Can the subzcay stop?" In such sen- 
tences, the standard language itself re-
inforces the student's own resistance to 
the inflection. 

And then, beyond these apparent un- 
predictabilities within the standard sps- 
tem, there is the influence of the stu-
dent's own language or dialect, which 
urges him to ignore a troublesome form 
that brings no conlnleilsurate increase in 
meaning. Indeed, the very s he struggles 
with here may shift in a moment to sig- 
n i f~  pluralit!, simplv by being attached 
to a ilouil instead o$ a verb. No wonder 
then that students of formal English 
tllroughout the world find this inflection 
difficult, not because thev lack intelli- 
gence or care but because they think 
analogically and are liilguisticallv effi-
cient. The issue is not the capadity of 
students fillall17 to master this and the 
nianv other foi'ms of written English that 
go against the grain of their instincts and 
ex~erience but the ~riori tv this kind of 
pr'oblem ought to have 'in the larger 
scheme of learning to write and the will- 
ingness of students to mobilize them-
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elves to inaster such forills at the initial 
stages of instruction. 

Soillewllere between the foll17 of ure-
tending that errors don't matter and'the 
rigidity of iilsisting that they matter 
illore tllr~n an!.thing, the teacher inust find 
his answer, searching always under pres- 
s u e  for short cuts that will not ultimately 
restrict the iiltellectual Dower of his stu- 
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dents. But as yet, we lack models for the 
m,~turation of tlle writing skill among 
~ ~ o u n g ,native-horn adults and can only 
theorize aljout the adaptability of other 
models for these students. IVe cannot say 
with certainty just what progress in writ- 
ing ought to look like for basic-writing 
students, 'und more particularly how the 
elimiilatioll of error is related to their 

over-all improvement. 
Should the teacher then turn from 

problems of error to his students' difficul- 
ties with the paragraphs of academic es- 
says, new complexities emerge. Why, he 
wonders, do they reach such instant 
closure on their ideas, seldom m o ~ i n g  
into even one subordinate level of quali- 
fication but either moving on to a new 
topic senterlce or diifting OH' into reverie 
and anecdote until the point of the es- 
say has been dissolved? Where is that 
attitude of "suspended conclusion" that 
Dewev called thinking. and what can" 
one infer about their intellectual compe- 
tence from such behavior? 

Before coilsigni~lg his students to some 
earlier stage of mental development, the 
teacher at this stage begins to look more 
closelv at the task he is ask in^ students 
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to perform. Are they aware, for example, 
after years of rightlwrong testing, after 
the ACT'S and the GED's and the OAT'S. 
after straining to meinorize what they 
read but never learning to doubt it, after 
"psyching out" answers rather than dis- 
covering them, are they aware that the 
rules have changed and that the rewards 
now go to those who call sustain a play 
of mind upon ideas-teasing out the con- 
tradictions and aillhiguities and frailties 
of statements? 

Or again, are the students sensitive to 
the ways in which the conventioils of 
talk differ from those of academic dis- 
course? Conlrilitted to extending the 
l>oundaries of what is known. the scholar 
proposes generalizations that cover the 
greatest possible number of instances 
and then sets about supporting his case 
:tccording to the rules of evidence and 
sound reasoiliilg that govern his subject. 
The spoken language, looping back and 
forth between speakers, offering charlces 
for groping and backing up and even 
hiding, leaving room for the language 
of hands and faces, of pitch and pauses, 
is by comparison generous and inviting. 
The speaker is not responsible for the 
advancement of formal learning. He is 
free to assert opinions without a display 
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of evidence or recount experiences with- 
out explaining wllat they "mean." His 
movements from one level of generality 
to another are more often brought on by 
shifts in the winds of conversation rather 
than by some decision of his to be more 
specific or to sum things up. For hirn the 
injunction to "he more specific" is diffi- 
cult to carry out because the conditions 
that lead to specificity are usually miss- 
ing. He may not have acquired the habit 
of questioning his propositions, as a 
listener might, in order to locate the 
points that require amplification or evi- 
dence. Or he mav be marooned with a 
proposition he caAnot defend for lack of 
information or for want of practice in re- 
trieviiirr the historv of an idea as it de- 
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"eloped in his ow& mind. 
Similarly, the query "What is your 

point?" may be difficult to answer be-
cause the conditions under which the stu- 
dent is writing have not allowed for the 
slow generation of an orienting convic- 
tion, that underlying sense of the direc- 
tion he wants his thinking to take. Yet 
without this conviction, he cannot judge 
the relevance of what comes to his mind. 
as one sentence branches out into an-
other or one idea engenders another, 
gradually crowding from his memory the 
direction he initially set for himself. 

Or finally, the writer may lack the vo- 
cabularv that would enable him to move 
more easily up the ladder of abstraction 
and must instead forge out of a non-
analytical vocabulary a way of discussing 
thoughts about thoughts, a task so formi- 
dable as to discourage him, as travelers 
in a foreign land are discouraged, from 
venturing far beyond bread-and-butter 
matters. 

From such soundings. our teacher be- 
0 ' 

gins to see that teaching at the remedial 
level is not a matter of being \in~plrr but 
of being more profound, of not oillv 
starting from "scratch" 1 ~ 1 talso deter- 
mining where "scratch is. The experi- 
ence of studenthood is the evperience of 
being just so far over one's head that it 
is both realistic and essenti'tl to work at 

surviving. But by underestimating the 
so~histication of our students and bv 
ignoring the complesitv of the tasks we 
set before them, we haGe failed to locate 
in precise ways where to begin and what 
follo\vs what. 

But I have created a fourth stage in 
my developmental scheme, which I am 
calling DIVING IN in order to suggest 
that the teacher who has come this far 
must now make a decision that demands 
professional courage-the decision to re- 
mediate himself, to becoil~e a student of 
new disciplines and of his students them- 
selves in order to perceive both their dif- 
ficulties and their incipient excellence. 
"Always assume," wrote Leo Strauss, to 
the teacher, "that there is one silent stu- 
dent in your class who is bv far superior 
to you in head and in heart." This as-
sumption, as I have been trying to sug- 
gest, does not come easily or naturally 
when the teacher is a college teacher and 
the young men and women in his class 
are labeled remedial. But as we come to 
know these students better, we begin to 
see that the greatest barrier to our work 
with them is our ignorance of them and " 
of the very subject we have contracted 
to teach. We see that we must grope our 
wavs into the turbulent discinlines of 
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semantics and linguistics for fuller, more 
accurate data about words and sen-
tences; we must pursue more rigorously 
the design of developmental models, bas- 
ing our schemes less upon loose compari- 
sons with children and more upon case 
studies and developmental research of 
the sort that produced William P(,rry's 
impressive study of the intellectual de- 
velo1,ment of Harvard students: we ileecl 
finafly to examine more closelc the na- 
ture of speaking and writing ancl divine 
the subtle ways in which thesc. forms of 
language both support and undo each 
other. 

The work is waiting for us. And so ir- 
revocable now is the tide that brings the 
new students into the nation's colle~re 
classrooms that it is no longer within our 
power, as perhaps it once was, to refuse 

0 
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to accept them into the community of lenging work for those who would be 
the educable. They are here. DIVING teachers and scholars in a democracy. 
IN is simply deciding that teaching them 
to write well is not only suitable but chal- The City University of New York 

A Note 
When I became an English prof 

And started reading to expand my view, 

I learned a lot of nifty stuff 

From subtle scholars, Oh, so new. 


For Rhetoric, the writers in 3-C's announce, 

Is brother to the ancient rune 

And sister to the sun-bleached skull, 

The skylark, phases of the moon. 


To all things, anthropology and law, 

The muse of Rhetoric is prime- 

Linguistics, sociology, and gym, 

Histology, geology, and thyme. 


The lowly ballad is rhetorical, 

And sonnets only somewhat less; 

All things that have beginnings, middles, ends- 

Petroleum Engineering and Loch Ness. 


If I may add a humble note- 

A point I scarcely need to prove- 

Psycho-kinetic is our Rhetoric; 

It has the power to make pens move. 


D. hii. CATRON 
University of Tulsa 


